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Dear Parents  
 
Happy 2023! Mr Teng and Mr Morse have reliably informed me that pupils have returned 
full of energy and renewed focus. We have also welcomed just over 20 new pupils this 
term, our current pupils have done a brilliant job this week making them feel at home, 
for those of you who have been parents with us since the early days it is hard to believe 
that we are now almost at 200 pupils.  
 
Term 2 is always a busy 12 weeks that seems to whizz by. To make sure we all remain on top of things please make 
sure you read the weekly Perse Post along with the accompnaying weekly email from form tutors. A reminder to all 
parents that your child’s form tutor should always be your first port of contact. Please contact them via email with any 
questions you have or to arrange a call or a face to face meeting. Similarly parents can also contact subject specialists 
at any point in the school year. Whilst we do have official ‘checkpoints’ such as school reports and parent teacher 
conferences, our teachers are happy to meet in between these and answer any questions parents might have. 
Teachers are asked to respond to all parent emails within 24 hours, as I am sure you can appreicate it is sometimes 
difficult for them to reply during the school day. Please phone reception and leave a message if you need to speak to 
them before the end of the school day. 
 
Start of Term Reminders 

• Pupils can be dropped off at school from 8:00 onwards. Please do not drop pupils off before 8:00 as staff are 
not available to supervise. 

• Please ensure hats, water bottles, lunch boxes and purple jackets are named. Once again Santa has delivered 
a number of Smiggle items this Christmas and many of them are the same. A keyring can be a helpful way to 
distinguis a lunchbox or backpack.  

• Pupils should not be wearing smartwatches connected to data to school. If parents need to contact pupils 
during the day they can do so by calling reception.  

• Many families will have travelled over the break and we would expect there to be some illness in the 
community over the coming term and would like to remind parents not to send their child into school if they 
are feeling unwell.  

• If you would like to share a community event in the Perse Post please email admin@perse.edu.sg  
 
 
 

• Week beginning 16th January ECAs and Enrichment Start 
• 16th and 17th January  Visit from Vietnamese School Pupils 
• 19th and 20th January                     Chinese New Year Celebration  
• 20th January   Year 1 Trip to Bukit Timah Nature Reserve  
• 21st January   Year 1 – 3 Mid-term reports sent to parents 
• 21st January – 8th February Benyna Richards in Singapore 
• 23rd and 24th January  CNY (No ECAs this week, however there will be Enrichment on the 26th Jan) 
• 27th January   Year 4-7 Mid term reports sent to parents 
• 30th January   ECAs resume 
• 3rd February   Natalie’s Johnson’s last day at the Perse School Singapore 
• 10th February   Music Star Time 



• 28th February   Benyna Richards last day at the Perse School Singapore 

School calendars for this academic year and next academic year can be found on our website. Please use this link 
rather than any previously downloaded calendar as there are occasional changes e.g., changes to Vesak day, change 
to last day of summer term etc.  

https://perse.edu.sg/school-calendar/  

KS3 New Curriculum 

As of January 2023, there has been a very exciting addition to the Year 7 curriculum which both staff and pupils are 
looking forward to. The Year 7 curriculum will now be tailored towards answering a Big Challenge Question 
(BCQ) every half term through a theme-based learning approach.  

Within the Year 7 English, Science, Humanities, Art and Music lesson they will incorporate skills and knowledge to help 
the pupils independently answer their BCQ for the half term. The chosen theme has been carefully selected 
to compliment the current teaching rather than to replace it, working alongside normal subject teaching and 
assessment. For the first half term the BCQ is – How have humans evolved?  

An example of how this question is going to be answered is shown below through a wide range of engaging topics 
within each subject:  

At the end of each half term each Year 7 will then present their question findings in a suitable format such as a poster, 
presentation or written piece.   

Research has shown that there are many benefits to a thematic curriculum including how it:  

• Provides context to learning  
• Guides connected ideas to follow on easily  
• Builds learners for the future   
• Develops skills such as link learning, presenting findings and 

research 

This will also prepare the pupils for when they reach Year 8 where 
they will be taking the Perse Project Qualification (PPQ) which is 
conducted in Cambridge. This is where pupils will research their own 
BCQ and present their findings using the Perse Research model. As a 
result, directing Year 7 this year with the questions will provide an 
opportunity to model and practice information gathering, research 
and presenting skills ahead of next year.  

We are all excited to see the benefit the thematic curriculum has on 
our Year 7s by building life longer learners who are able to tackle big 
challenge questions in life.  

If you have any more questions regarding the new Year 7 curriculum 
please email me: alice.burke@perse.edu.sg  

Mrs Burke Head of KS3 

Science Humanities English Music Art 

Fossils   
 
Age of the earth   
 
Evolution of species   
 
Animal adaptation  

Populations 
 
Isolated tribes 

 
The ancient 
narrative structure 
vs present of Myths  

Ancient music and 
instruments  
 
The evolution of 
instruments, compositions, 
musical styles and 
famous/iconic composers 

Drawing and painting 
the human form 
through time and 
culture. 



Vietnam Visitors 

We are delighted to inform you that on Monday 16th January and Tuesday 17th January, we will be visited by 
pupils from TRƯỜNG MẦM NON SONG NGỮ Á CHÂU school. The school is in Vietnam and also follows the 
Cambridge Curriculum. The purpose of their visit is to learn about education in Singapore. Our purpose for 
hosting them is to achieve objectives from the Global Perspectives framework - values and beliefs, living and 
working together. The pupils will be accompanied by some of their teachers and also staff from SD 
Adventures (who hosted our pupil leadership training course last year). Their pupils will have an assembly to 
introduce our school and values, followed by a tour. They will also play games in the basement with selected 
classes. Their 3rd activity will be to sit in classes and observe how subjects are taught in our school. We look 
forward to this opportunity to meet pupils from another country and we hope to build on this new 
relationship in the future. 

Gary Holland Head of Humanities 

Outstanding Behaviour  

Last term we began the new behaviour policy for KS2/3 in order to celebrate our children’s excellent 
behaviour. Since beginning in December all classes have demonstrated the outstanding behaviour which we 
would expect, showing the Perse values of respect for others and the environment. A huge congratulations 
especially to Year 3, 4 and 7 for having no negative behaviour demonstrated. Today in assembly these 
classes were awarded their ‘outstanding behaviour’ certification to celebrate this achievement.  

Mrs Stella and Mrs Burke Head of KS2/3 

  

 

 

 

 

Chinese New Year Celebration   

The school will be celebrating Chinese New Year next week. All 
pupils are invited to come to school on Friday, 20th January 
dressed in traditional Chinese outfit or bright-coloured attire. There will be fun 
and engaging activities arranged for the pupils on 19th and 20th January, 
including a special assembly led by a group of pupils who will be presenting and 
performing.  

We welcome any old/new red packet envelopes for craft work, as an initiative 
to recycle them. If you have any red packet envelopes, please deposit them into 
the ’Red Packet Recycling Box’ which has been placed at the reception desk.   

Free Exhibition 

Mr Morse’s wife, Dr Heaton, is running a free exhibition that may be of interest to 
parents and our older pupils. Please see details below. 

 

We value endeavour, intellectual curiosity and scholarship, breadth and balance, one another and our environment. 


